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The homogeneous dephasing times,T2 , were obtained for the nonpolar chromophore diphenyl
acetylene~DPA! dissolved in the room temperature nonpolar solvents 2-methyl pentane~2MP! and
cyclohexane. The dephasing times were determined by comparing the pulse duration dependent
resonant enhancement of the total two pulse four wave mixing signal to a numerically evaluated
theory. Data was taken with 80 and 400 fs transform limited pulses at 300 nm, the electronic origin
of DPA in the two solvents. In DPA/2MP,T25120 fs and in DPA/cyclohexane,T25500 fs. The
analysis required concentration and power dependent measurements to quantitatively determine the
resonant enhancement of the signal arising from the addition of DPA to the solvents above the
nonresonant solvent only signal. Fundamental experimental difficulties inherent in performing UV
femtosecond two pulse photon echoes, in particular the competition with nonresonant signal, are
discussed. An efficient numerical algorithm for calculating photon echo decay curves with realistic
pulse envelope is described. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!00618-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, a variety of ultrafast time domain nonline
optical experiments have been used to directly probe the
namics of liquid solvent–solute interactions using dye m
ecules that absorb in the visible or near IR as the pr
chromophores. Techniques include the femtosecond ph
echo,1–4 stimulated photon echo,5,6 and femtosecond hole
burning.7 The experiments show that the dephasing of
electronic transition of the solvated chromophores is do
nated by sub-100 fs relaxation processes. The photon e
decays are very rapid, typically the signal decays to less t
one percent of the maximum in under 100 fs.6,8 This has
made necessary the use of extremely short optical pu
less than 20 fs in duration.1,2 The molecular systems consi
of ionic, very polar molecules, e.g., HITCI, in very pola
solvents, e.g., ethylene glycol.

Nonpolar molecules in nonpolar liquids at room tem
perature have not been studied previously with photon e
techniques. Electronic dephasing can be caused by time
pendent dipole–dipole interactions between the chromoph
and the solvent. The dipoles may be permanent or indu
Ionic dye chromophores and polar solvents have perma
dipole moments. Electronic dephasing of a nonpolar ch
mophore in nonpolar solvents can only occur through
weaker interactions of induced dipoles. Therefore, nonp
chromophores are expected to couple less strongly to no
lar liquids than polar molecules couple to polar liquids,
sulting in a relatively slower electronic dephasing.

Molecular dynamics calculations have been perform
by Walsh and Loring9 to simulate the photon echo respon
for nonpolar chromophores dissolved in a nonpolar solve
They predict that the echo intensity will fall by one factor
e in 80 to 250 fs at 321 K, depending on the strength of
coupling. A variety of studies indicate that the initial solve
a!Electronic mail: fayer@d31mf0.stanford.edu
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response is a non-Markovian process, while the slower m
tions are diffusional. This results in a bimodal oscillator-ba
time correlation function for dephasing, the short time sc
decay is Gaussian followed by a longer time scale expon
tial component.8 The analysis is based on the multimod
Brownian oscillator model which has been used to desc
optical dephasing in liquids.10,11 For exponential decays~ig-
noring the initial Gaussian component!, the Walsh and Lor-
ing calculations for nonpolar systems yieldT2’s of 320 to 1
ps.

In this article, the optical dephasing of diphenyl ace
lene ~DPA!, a nonpolar molecule, in two nonpolar liquid
2-methylpentane~2MP! and cyclohexane will be examined
The origin electronic transition for DPA is at 300 nm, so th
article explores the application of UV photon echo expe
ments to the study of room temperature liquids. In the U
very strong nonresonant signals fundamentally change
nature of the echo experiment. Because of the strong n
resonant signal, the photon echo decay of DPA could no
well resolved using the standard technique. An alterna
method for obtaining the homogeneous dephasing time
developed based on pulse duration dependent experim
Two sets of two pulse four wave mixing experiments we
conducted using 80 and 400 fs transform limited pulses. I
shown that it is possible to obtain the dephasing time
comparing the results of experiments using different pu
durations.

Several topics relevant to performing UV femtoseco
photon echo experiments in liquids are discussed below.
photon echo experiment, two short, intense optical pulses
focused into the sample, crossed at a small angle. The pu
are usually temporally separated so that pulse two inter
in the medium a timet after pulse one. The beam geomet
satisfies the phase matching conditions 2k22k15ks , where

k1 is the wave vector of the first pulse,k2 is the wave vector
of the second pulse, andks is the wave vector of the gener-
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ated signal. The intensity of the signal is recorded as a fu
tion of pulse delayt yielding a photon echo decay curv
The generated echo pulse shape and delay after the se
pulse is usually not resolved, although the signal pulse
been resolved3,4 by mixing with a short pulse.

This type of short pulse time delayed four-wave mixi
experiment will always produce some signal when the pu
are overlapped near zero delay, whether or not the polar
tion induced in the chromophores are capable of producin
true echo. If the chromophore spectrum is narrow and ho
geneous, the ‘‘photon echo’’ experiment will produce a d
cay related to the free induction decay which may be m
longer than the pulse duration. If the dephasing time is m
shorter than the pulse duration, scanning the delayt will
generate a curve closely related to the pulse shape and
decay.6

Complicating matters, particularly in the UV, the photo
echo signal neart50 may not occur solely from resonan
interactions with the dissolved chromophores. The nonlin
polarization can be produced nonresonantly by the inte
tion of the pulses with the solvent. The generic signal o
tained will be referred to as ‘‘two pulse four wave mixing
or ‘‘2PFWM’’. The 2PFWM signal can be a mixture of reso
nant and nonresonant contributions.

For the visible and near IR wavelengths at which m
photon echo experiments have been performed, the nonr
nant 2PFWM of the pure solvent is far less than the reson
enhancement to the signal by the dissolved chromophore1–4

For a given pulse intensity, the resonant contribution to
signal is generally many orders of magnitude greater than
nonresonant contribution. This has permitted the nonreso
signal in 2PFWM experiments to be ignored even thoug
could, in principle, contribute to a signal in a room tempe
ture liquid.

Working on DPA or other small nonpolar chromophor
that absorb in the UV near 300 nm significantly changes
experiment. Although DPA is strongly absorbing, it has
significantly smaller transition dipole moment than visib
dye molecules, and it will yield a signal decreased by a fac
of ;1000 compared to a dye molecule, other aspects of
experiment being equal. Furthermore, because 300 nm
well within the region for two photon resonance and a
proaching the one photon resonance of the solvent,
‘‘nonresonant’’ signal is significantly enhanced. As will b
shown below, the resonantly enhanced signal neart 5 0 from
the dissolved chromophores is buried under the nonreso
2PFWM signal of the neat solvent.

The experiments and theoretical analysis produce sev
novel results. Addition of the DPA chromophore to the s
vent results in a reduction of the 2PFWM signal, in sha
contrast to experiments in the visible. Absorption of the
cident and emitted fields by the chromophores reduces
nonresonant contribution to the signal more than it is
hanced by the resonant contribution. The result is that
echo decay could not be resolved because it is submerge
the nonresonant signal. Nonetheless, a procedure is de

Zimdars et al.: Electronic d
strated that permitsT2 to be obtained for DPA in the two
solvents. It is shown that a comparison of the resonant to th
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nonresonant contribution to the signal that occurs for t
durations of transform limited pulses can be used to ob
T2 . It is found thatT2 is dominated by pure dephasing wit
T25120 fs in 2MP and 500 fs in cyclohexane. The theore
cal analysis also suggests that using shorter pulses may
make it difficult or impossible to resolve the actual ec
decays. While shorter duration pulses will result in a sh
duration nonresonant contribution to the signal, the mag
tude of the nonresonant contribution will grow relative to t
resonant contribution. Therefore, the decays will have to
detected further out in time where their magnitude is dim
ished.

Section II of this article discusses the experimen
methods employed. Section III discusses the population
namics of DPA in 2MP as measured by a single color U
femtosecond pump-probe experiment. Section IV discus
the resonant enhancement of the total nonlinear suscep
ity. It is shown that this value depends on the pulse durat
The method for calculating the theoretical 2PFWM signa
discussed. Section V uses the experimental results and
merical calculations of the pulse duration dependent pho
echo response to obtain the homogeneous dephasing tim
DPA in 2MP and cyclohexane. Appendix A shows the de
vation of the affect of linear absorption on pulse durati
dependent 2PFWM. Appendix B describes an efficient
merical algorithm for calculating 2PFWM intensity and ph
ton echo decays.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The frequency doubled output of a fiber-prism puls
compressed amplified femtosecond dye laser system
vided UV pulses for the pump-probe and 2PFWM expe
ments. The fiber and prism pulse compressor were addit
to a previously described amplified dye laser system.12 This
system produced pulses at 298 nm, pulse lengths of 8
~Gaussian!, and energies up to 5mJ, at a 1 kHz repetition
rate. For the pulse duration dependence experiments,
pulse length was increased to a 400 fs transform limi
pulse through bypassing the visible fiber which adds ba
width to the pulse.

While possessing a short central spike, the compres
pulse13–21 has a broad pedestal.15,22 By frequency doubling
the amplified compressed pulse to perform the UV exp
ments, the contrast between the pedestal and the ce
spike was increased to the point where a clean pulse
achieved. Complete details of the laser system are prese
elsewhere.23

After the pulse compressor, the 600 nm visible pulse
about 30mJ and 80 fs long. The visible pulse was doubled
300 nm by focusing to a 500mm spot in a 100-mm-thick
type I cut beta–barium borate crystal~BBO!. The thin dou-
bling crystal is necessary to double the entire spectral w
of a sub 100 fs pulse. It is possible that a slightly shor
pulse could be obtained with a thinner crystal. A convers
efficiency of 10% was achieved, yielding 3mJ, 300 nm, UV

7499hasing of a nonpolar liquid
e
pulses. Up to 10mJ could be obtained by focusing more
tightly at the cost of increasing the pulse length. When the
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fiber and compressor are bypassed to double the longer
fs pulses, the focus was tightened to compensate for the
of peak power to achieve similar efficiencies.

A zero order half-wave plate between crossed Glan-la
polarizers was used to adjust the intensity of the UV pul
at the sample. The UV pulse was split into two by a th
0.125 in. fused silica partially reflecting beam splitter d
signed for femtosecond autocorrelations. The beam spl
reflected 50% of the light for the photon echo and pow
pulse duration dependent four wave mixing experiments
10% beam splitter was used for the pump-probe scans
second 0.125 in. fused silica substrate was placed in the
flected beam at Brewster’s angle to ensure both paths
identical material and therefore identical group velocity d
persion~GVD!. The probe beam/second pulse traveled do
a computer controlled variable optical delay line consist
of a hollow retro reflector~UV aluminum mirrors! mounted
on a stepper motor driven translations stage with 0.1mm
resolution~equivalent to 0.67 fs/step!.

The two beams were focused by a 50 cm fused si
lens so that they would overlap noncollinearly at the sam
with a diameter (pv0) of 200 mm. For the photon echo
2PFWM experiments, the signal is generated coherentl
the directionks52k22k1 . Because of the shorter wave
length, the phase matching condition is more stringent in
UV than in the visible, and the angle between the beams
kept to less than 1°.

The sample path length was 1 mm. The sample was h
in a commercial fused silica cuvette in the room temperat
pump-probe experiments. In the echo experiments, cohe
nonresonant four wave mixing~FWM! signal from the cell
windows was made negligible by constructing a specia
mm path length cell using 200mm quartz cover slips as
windows.

A reference photodiode sampling the reflection from
quartz flat monitored the intensity fluctuations of the las
Both the pump-probe and 2PFWM signal were detected b
UV photomultiplier tube placed either in the probe beam
in the phase matched photon echo direction. In the pho
echo and FWM experiments, the reference and signal w
collected by gated integrators which were optically trigge
by the laser. For the pump-probe experiments, a chopper
placed in the pump beam, which blocked every other la
shot. A lock-in amplifier registered the difference in pro
signal when the pump was on and off. An A/D converter
a personal computer acquired the signals from the gated
tegrators or lock-in amplifier. In the FWM experiments, t
computer averaged only those data points for which the
erence fell within a narrow range of intensity~usually
610%!.

The pulses were analyzed for unwanted chirp in
plane of the sample by a modification of the frequency
solved optical grating~FROG! method.24,25 The UV beams
were crossed in the photon echo/2PFWM configuration in
rior to a piece of quartz mounted inside the sample c
Because up to 10mJ of amplified UV energy was available

7500 Zimdars et al.: Electronic d
four wave mixing signal could be generated nonresonant
by the quartz in theks52k22k1 direction just as in a reso-
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nant photon echo. The signal was spectrally dispersed b
diffraction grating onto a fluorescent card. The tempo
overlap of the pulses was then scanned by moving the op
delay line. The signal spectra from a chirped pulse swe
back and forth as the pulse delay is scanned. The prism
the pulse compressor were adjusted so that the signal p
had the full spectrum and no longer swept as the delay
was moved. This corresponded to an unchirped pulse.
pulse duration was then determined by replacing the gra
with a detector and recording the nonresonant 2PFWM
tensity as a function of pulse delay.

Experiments were performed on DPA~Aldrich! in solu-
tions of 2MP ~Aldrich!, and cyclohexane~Aldrich! without
further purification, with the exception of degassing the s
vents. Both the pump-probe and 2PFWM experiments w
performed at 298 nm, the electronic origin of DPA in the
solvents are shown in Fig. 1. The molar absorptivity of DP
at the origin,e, is ;33104 l /mol cm. The solvents 2MP
and cyclohexane were chosen because they are nonpola
not highly polarizable, and have no absorption at 298 nm

Sample degradation upon moderately short exposur
the intense femtosecond UV pulses was a problem. It w
necessary to agitate the liquid to assure that a constant
centration of DPA was present in the beam overlap regi
At sufficiently high powers, thermal focusing distorted th
2PFWM signal beyond use.

III. EXCITED STATE LIFETIME

A pump-probe experiment was performed to meas
the ground state recovery lifetimeT1 of DPA in 2MP. When
analyzing a homogeneous dephasing time,T2 , it is necessary
to know the lifetime contribution in order to extract the pu
dephasing timeT2* . Also, in the calculations performed be
low, T1 was taken to be much longer thanT2 . Figure 2
shows the pump probe decay of the electronic origin
2.731024 M DPA in 2MP at 298 K. The apparent change

FIG. 1. Absorption spectra of 2.731024 M diphenyl acetylene in 2-methyl
pentane. The absorbance at the electronic origin of diphenyl acety
is 0.96 at 297 nm. The molar absorptivity at the origin,e, is about
33104 l /mol cm. The absorbance of the neat solvents is negligible at
experimental wavelength of 298 nm.

hasing of a nonpolar liquid
lythe absorbance was less than 2%. The solid line through the
data is a fit to a single exponential decay plus a baseline
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offset. The decay timeT1 is 5.12 ps. The offset is due to
long lived triplet state. The pump and probe pulses for t
scan had parallel polarizations. Scans were performed a
magic angle~not shown! which indicated that the decay wa
not affected by rotational diffusion.

These results are in substantial agreement with two-c
pump-probe experiments performed by Hirataet al.26 Their
decay time for the 500 nm excited state probing was 8 p26

It should be noted that their time resolution was about 4
and their number is the result of a deconvolution.

IV. THEORY AND METHOD OF PULSE DURATION
DEPENDENT 2PFWM DATA ANALYSIS

The change in the resonance enhancement with p
length was analyzed to obtain values for the homogene
dephasing time. Although there will be a very short tim
inertial Gaussian component, the dephasing is treated as
ponential characterized by a dephasing time,T2 . Given the
relatively long dephasing times that are obtained from
experiments, this is not a poor approximation.

While changing the temporal separation between exc
tion pulses is the norm, changing the duration of the tra
form limited pulses is another approach to determiningT2 .
This is different than using stretched pulses from a gro
velocity dispersion delay line as in the experiments
Wiersmaet al.27 and our application is substantially differe
than theirs.

Suppose two different pulse durations, one short and
long, are used to perform a resonant two pulse four w
mixing experiment. For the purposes of this example,
pulses have the same intensity and shape. If the hom
neous dephasing time is much faster than either pulse len

FIG. 2. Pump probe decay of the electronic origin of 2.731024 M diphenyl
acetylene in 2-methyl pentane liquid at 298 K. The ordinate is probe d
in picoseconds and the abscissa is the change in absorbance normali
the maximum change. The maximum bleach in the absorbance was less
2%. The solid line through the data is a fit to a single exponential decay
an offset. The decay time,T1 , is 5.12 ps.

Zimdars et al.: Electronic d
the resultant peak intensities of the signal pulses will b
about the same, so thatP(long)/P(short) ' 1 ~where here

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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P denotes the peak intensity of the signal pulse!. If the
dephasing time is much longer than the pulses, the inten
will vary by a constant ratio, dependent on pulse length a
dephasing time. The longer pulse will produce a greater ‘‘fl
angle’’ than the shorter pulse, and the ratioP(long)/
P(short)@1. If the dephasing time is somewhere in betwe
this ratio will decrease. By comparing the experimental va
of this ratio to a calculation,T2 can be obtained.

The following is a brief outline of how the quantitativ
calculation of the dependence of the maximum intensity
the 2PFWM signal on the pulse length andT2 is performed.
When the nonlinear polarization for 2PFWM~i.e., photon
echo! is calculated using third order diagrammatic perturb
tion theory,28,29 the first interaction with pulse 1 and th
chromophore can come any timet1 during the envelope of
pulse 1. The second and third interactions are with the s
ond pulse and may come any time so long as they follow
strict time orderingt3.t2.t1 . Suppose that in compariso
to the pulse durations used in the experiment, the Gr
functionGba(t22t1), which determines the dephasing tim
T2 , decays very slowly in time. The strength of the polariz
tion is related to the integral of the pulse envelope~which is
determined by the duration of the pulse! times the Green
function Gba(t22t1). In general, if the pulse envelope
longer, the value of this integral will be greater, yielding
more intense echo. So if the pulse duration is varied a
T2 held constant, the intensity of the echo will be greater
longer pulse lengths. However, ifT2 were to be very short in
comparison to the pulse duration, the value of the integ
would primarily depend onT2 and not the envelope. There
fore, whenT2 becomes fast, two different duration puls
will yield essentially the same photon echo intensities. Fo
given pair of pulse durations, asT2 becomes longer, for
some value ofT2 , the signal intensities generated by th
using the two pulse durations will no longer be the sam
This is shown in Fig. 7, which is discussed in Section V.

The experimental signal contains contributions not o
from the polarization of the resonant chromophore but fr
nonresonant polarizations as well. This resonance enha
signal must be separated from the nonresonant signal
determine the resonant enhancement, the data must be
rected for the linear absorption and the presence of nonr
nant signal. If four wave mixing occurs nonresonantly in
neat solvent, neither the input optical fields nor the genera
signal field will be attenuated by linear absorption within t
solvent. Suppose, however, that some chromophore is ad
to the solvent which absorbs linearly~follows Beer’s law!
but does not contribute to resonant four wave mixing. In t
case, the three input fields will be absorbed as they trave
any plane of interaction and the signal field will be absorb
as it travels out of the sample. This attenuation of the n
resonant four wave mixing will be supralinear in the a
sorber concentration and will dramatically decrease the
nal intensity as the concentration of the chromophore
increased. This effect has been partially described before
different context,30 but because it is critical to describin

y
d to
han
s

7501hasing of a nonpolar liquid
ehow the pulse duration dependent data is analyzed, it has
been reformulated in Appendix A. Throughout this article,
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the effect of linear absorption will be termed the ‘‘inner fi
ter’’ since it is a result of the propagation of the optical fie
inside the sample. Since the chromophore does resona
generate a four wave mixing signal, this signal will be
tenuated as well by the inner filter effect.

Like degenerate four wave mixing~DFWM!, the photon
echo satisfies the frequency matching conditionsvs5v3
1v22v1withv 5 vs5 v35 v25 v1 . For thephotonecho
the optical fieldv1 comes from the first pulse and the optic
fields v2 andv3 come from the second pulse. If the pul
shapes and temporal overlap of the pulses are kept cons
and possible dispersive effects which affect the phase of
generated ‘‘echo’’ pulse are omitted, the response to a p
of arbitrary maximum electric field at a given central fr
quency can be calculated by integrating the time dom
dependences. This response will be denoted as a mod
susceptibilityx& (3)(v;tp), where the overscore serves as
reminder that temporal dependences not present in the
nary form may be hidden in the expression. Since this s
ceptibility is specifically for a degenerate four wave mixin
process, only one of the four frequencies associated wi
general expression of the third order nonlinear susceptib
is explicitly written. This susceptibility is defined to be use
with three electric field plane waves of the formE
5 E0j(t;tp)exp(6 ivt) each with the same frequencyv and
identical pulse envelopesj(t,tp). The parametertp denotes
the pulse duration. Note that each susceptibilityx& (3)(v;tp)
is defined for only one functional form of the envelop
j(t,tp) at one pulse durationtp . Once the envelope is as
sumed, the electric fields will be denoted only by the co
plex amplitude of each electric field~this amplitude need no
be identical for each field!. The possibility of detecting a
pulse duration dependence in the resonant susceptibilit
the key to obtaining a dephasing time from the two pu
four wave mixing data if there is no proper photon ec
decay or if the signal is too weak to detect the decay.

The third order nonlinear polarization is then:

P~3!~v!5x& ~3!~v;tp!E1*E2
2. ~4.1!

Note once again that the quantities ‘‘E’’ are the complex
amplitudes for the specific electric fields with pulse durat
and envelope function not explicitly written. The resulta
polarizationPtot

(3)(v) also has an unstated envelope. For
purpose of summing polarizations from different sources
will be assumed that this envelope can be well approxima
by a step function with durationtp and amplitude given by
Eq. ~4.1!.

The total third order nonlinear susceptibility,x& tot
(3) , is

written as the sum of resonant,x& r
(3) , and nonresonant

x&nr
(3) , portions:

x& tot
~3!~v,tp!5x& r

~3!~v;chromophore,concentration,tp!

1x&nr
~3!~v;solvent,tp!. ~4.2!

Both terms have a frequency dependencev. The nonresonan
frequency dependence ofx&nr

(3) is due to properties intrinsic to

7502 Zimdars et al.: Electronic d
the solvent. Note that the nonresonant susceptibility ma
have a pulse duration dependence. While a portion of th
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four wave mixing processes responsible for the nonreson
susceptibility involves virtual states which dephase instan
neously, it is necessary to account for the formation o
nuclear Kerr grating in the liquid, which does not dissipa
instantaneously. The resonant frequency dependence ofx& r

(3)

is due to properties of the chromophore such as the trans
dipole moment and the concentration of chromophore in
solvent.

The intensity of an optical pulse is related to the elect
field by I}uEu2. In practice, it is easiest to vary the energy,
time integrated intensity of the pulse. The energy of the pu
will be denoted asU. The detected signal energy is denot
Us . For simplicity, the pulses are taken to be square, wh
does not change the nature of the results. This has b
tested using Gaussian envelopes.

U5E E2dt'E2tp ,Us5E uP~3!u2dt'~P~3!!~2!tp .

~4.3!

The pulse durationtp occurs here to properly normalize th
amplitude of the electric fields.

When the resonant susceptibility is present, the sig
energy must be corrected for linear absorbance~inner filter!.
Since the nonresonant signal in a pure solvent sample su
from no absorbance, no correction is necessary. Append
describes the derivation of the inner filter correction fac
f (3)(A) as a function of Beer’s law absorbance. The ratio
the energy of the resonant plus nonresonant signal divide
the nonresonant signal alone@Eqs.~A8! and~A9! in Appen-
dix A, respectively# gives:

U tot

Unr
5

b tot

bnr

ux& tot
~3!u2

ux&nr
~3!u2

f ~3!~A!. ~4.4!

The factorb corrects for the slight change in pulse shape
the signal from resonant to nonresonant. The ratio
U tot /Unr and the absorbance A can be determined experim
tally. Note that the ratio in Eq.~4.4! does not contain any
dependence on the input pulse energyU0 or the pulse dura-
tion tp and that the expression has no dependence on
sample lengthl @as in Eqs.~A8! and ~A9! in Appendix A#
except as contained in the absorbance A. The total susc
bility still contains a possible resonant susceptibility depe
dence on the pulse duration,tp . Since the pulse shape coe
ficientsb are nearly the same, the expression of Eq.~4.4! for
intensity and energy are essentially the same.

The inner filter function for the third order polarizatio
is ~Appendix A!:

f ~3!~A!5
102A@102A21#2

~ ln 10!2A2 . ~4.5!

This third order inner filter functionf (3)(A) is plotted versus
absorbance A in Fig. 3.

It is necessary to determine if an observed ratio
U tot /Unr is indicative of a resonant enhancement by a ch

hasing of a nonpolar liquid
y
e
mophore of concentrationc in solution. Rearranging Eq.
~4.4! and writingx& tot

(3) as defined by Eq.~4.1! yields:
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ux& r
~3!~tp ,c!1x&nr

~3!u2

uxnr
~3!u2

5
U tot

Unr
@ f ~3!~A!#21. ~4.6!

The experimental ratio ofU tot /Unr multiplied by the ‘‘inverse
inner filter’’ equals the ratio of the susceptibilities. If th
ratio is greater than one, then the chromophore is partici
ing in a resonant enhancement of the signal.

Equation~4.6! from can be manipulated to determine t
ratio of the resonant to nonresonant susceptibilities.x& r

(3)}c,
wherec is the concentration of the resonant chromophore
it is assumed that the contributions of the resonant and n
resonant susceptibilities are substantially in phase, then

Ux& r
~3!

x&nr
~3!U2c25F SU tot

Unr
@ f ~3!~A!#21D 1/221G2. ~4.7!

The factorux& r
(3)/x&nr

(3)u2 can be determined by using the e
perimental dataU tot /Unr and the absorbanceA to fit the right
hand side of Eq.~4.7! to a quadratic concentration depe
dence.

The details of the calculations that yieldT2 from the
pulse duration dependence of the energy from a purely r
nant signal are presented in appendices. In the notatio
Eq. ~A8!, but without the inner filter correction, the energy
the resonant signal is:

Ur~tp ;T2!5ux& r
~3!u

U0
3

tp
2 . ~4.8!

The ratio of the signal energy from the nonresonant con
butionUnr(t l)/Unr(ts) for two different pulse durations de
noted ‘‘t l ’’ for long and ‘‘ts’’ for short can be measured
and the ratio of the purely resonant signal ene
Ur(t l)/Ur(ts) for the same pulse durations can be calcula
by the method described below.

FIG. 3. Plot of f (3)(A) vs the absorbanceA: f (3)(A) is the attenuation of a
resonant four wave mixing signal due to the linear absorbanceA of the
sample.

Zimdars et al.: Electronic d
These two quantities can be combined as follows an
expanded using Eq.~A9! and Eq.~4.8!:
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Ur~t l !

Ur~ts!

Unr~ts!

Unr~t l !
5F ux& r

~3! ~t l !u2U0
3/t1

2

ux& r
~3!~ts!u2U0

3/ts
2 G

3F ux&nr
~3!~ts!u2U0

3l 2/ts
2

ux&nr
~3!~t l !u2U0

3l 2/t1
2G . ~4.9!

Equation~4.9! can be rearranged~the energy and pulse du
rations cancel! to give an expression that contains only ca
culable and measurable quantities:

Ur~t l !

Ur~ts!
5FUnr~t l !

Unr~ts!
GFUx& r

~3!~t l !

x&nr
~3!~t l !

U2GFUx& r
~3!~ts!

x&nr
~3!~ts!

U2G21

. ~4.10!

With the known pulse durations as inputs, the calculated
tio of the resonant signal energies on the left-hand side
Eq. ~4.10! will be fit ~Sec. V! as a function ofT2 to the
product of the three experimental quantities on the rig
hand side of Eq.~4.10!. These values are given by the fits
Eq. ~4.7! and the experimental value of the ratio of the no
resonant energies.

For brevity’s sake, the measured ratio given by Eq.~4.7!
ux& r

(3)(tp)/x&nr
(3)(tp)u2 for pulse durationtp will be denoted as

Rr /nr(tp). The measured ratioUnr(t l)/Unr(ts) will be de-
noted asRnr(t l ,ts). Thus the right-hand side of Eq.~4.10!
would be denoted asRnr(t l ,ts)Rr /nr(t l)/Rr /nr(ts).

To fit data to Eq.~4.10!, the signal energy of a purely
resonant 2PFWM signal must be calculated. Since the
periments are concerned with the dependence of the si
Ur(tp ;T2) on the pulse durationtp , the theory and calcula
tions will be presented in the time domain, unlike the de
vation of Eq.~4.10!. The details of the method are present
in Appendix B.

Third order diagrammatic perturbation theory was us
to calculate the resonant nonlinear polarizationP(3)(ts ,t)
for all contributions to the signal at wave vector 2k22k1 .
Here ts is time for the polarization andt is the separation
between pulses. The method solves the equation of motio
Louiville space perturbatively for the initial density matr
and three interactions with an optical field.28,29 The trace of
the density matrix with the dipole moment operator gives
resulting nonlinear polarization. Double sided Feynman d
grams can be drawn which depict the pathway through Li
ville space for each possible time and frequency ordering
the electric fields which meet the experimental conditio
The electronic transition is modeled as a two level syst
with ground stateua& and excited stateub&. There are four
double sided Feynman diagrams which contribute signa
the ks52k22k1 direction.

28,29 Two of these diagrams hav
interactions which correspond with the time ordering of t
applied pulse sequence and are responsible for the ph
echo. The other two diagrams have interactions which do
correspond to the ordering of the pulse sequence. These
grams only contribute to a nonzeroP(3) when the delay is
short enough that the electric field envelopes overlap.

The expression forP(3) can be written from these dia
grams directly by using the methods described in Refs.

(3)

7503hasing of a nonpolar liquid
dand 31.P can be obtained in closed form for only a few
temporal pulse shapes given byjk1(t8) and forms of the
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Liouville propagatorsGi j (t92t8). In general, these solution
of P(3) require the fields to be cw or completely impulsiv
@jk1(t8) is constant or a delta function#. Realistic Gaussian
or hyperbolic secant squared shaped envelopes require
merical evaluation.P(3) is obtained in Appendix B. The
functional form of the Liouville propagatorsGi j (t92t8) are
determined by the model of the material system. As d
cussed in detail in Appendix B, the simplest form of t
propagator was selected such that homogeneous dephas
described in terms ofT2 where T2 is the same as in the
Bloch picture.

The expression above forP(3) is at a minimum a three
dimensional integral. To calculate the observable,P(3) must
be integrated over the inhomogeneous line and then
modulus square of the result must be integrated over all ti
The expression for the signal energy of a photon echo is

Us@t,j~tp!,T2#

}E
2`

`

dtsU E
0

`

dvbag~vba!Ptotal
~3! @ ts ,vba,t,j~tp!,T2#U2,

~4.11!

whereg(vba) is the inhomogeneous distribution andt is the
separation between the two laser pulses. The homogen
dephasing timeT2 is shown as an explicit parameter in E
~4.11! as reminder that the model for the polarization dam
ing has been chosen, and, more importantly, thatT2 will be
the fitting parameter in Eq.~4.12!. Equation~4.11! illustrates
that any numerical simulation of the photon echo decay w
realistic laser pulse envelopes and realistic material dam
will involve a five dimensional integral.

By comparison to Eq.~4.10! and using the abbreviate
notation for the right-hand side, if Eq.~4.11! is evaluated for
two pulses of different durations, one long (t1) and one
short (ts) then:

Us~j~t1!,T2!

Us~j~ts!,T2!
5Rnr~t1 ,ts!Rr /nr~t1!/Rr /nr~ts!, ~4.12!

where all parameter except for the pulse duration have b
kept the same. This ratio can be calculated for a serie
homogeneous dephasing timesT2 and compared to the ex
perimental value of the ratio. The left-hand side of Eq.~4.12!
can be determined by calculating Eq.~4.11! using the experi-
mental values, except forT2 , which is the free parameter. A
mentioned above, evaluation of Eq.~4.11! for use in Eq.
~4.12! requires numerical integration. Appendix B discuss
the method used to efficiently calculate these values for
in fitting the data in Sec. V.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. UV 2PFWM corrected for linear absorbance

Time resolved two pulse four wave mixing scans we
taken on samples of DPA dissolved in 2MP liquid at roo
temperature. Within the signal to noise, there was no de
tion from the shape of the trace generated in the pure sol

7504 Zimdars et al.: Electronic d
or in a quartz slide. The scans taken on the DPA solution ha
worse signal to noise than from pure 2MP because the tot

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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four wave mixing signal decreased by up to a factor of 1
depending on the DPA concentration. The resonance
hancement of the nonlinear susceptibility did not overco
the attenuation effects of linear absorption. This does
imply that the data were totally nonresonant, but withou
detailed correction for linear absorption, it is not possible
say what fraction of the signal arises from resonant inter
tions.

The resonant enhancement of the nonlinear susceptib
was quantitatively determined by fitting concentration d
pendent two pulse four wave mixing data. The intensity
the nonlinear signal versus input pulse intensity at each c
centration was corrected for linear absorbance. The po
dependences are normalized by the nonresonant powe
pendence of the neat solvent to correct for the pulse len
and intensity dependence. The data were fit to a quadr
concentration dependence to yield the resonant enhance
for the chromophore for the particular pulse length used. T
experiments were performed at two pulse durations, wh
allowed the homogeneous dephasing time to be obtaine

The UV two pulse four wave mixing signal detecte
from DPA in cyclohexane versus pulse energy for 400
298 nm pulses is shown in Fig. 4. This data has not b
corrected for linear absorbance. Note that the intensity of
total two pulse four wave mixing signal~resonant and non
resonant! decreases monotonically with concentration. A

FIG. 4. Ultraviolet two pulse four wave mixing signal detected in t
ks52k22k1 direction vs pulse energy for 400 fs, 298 nm pulses of diphe
acetylene~DPA! in cyclohexane. This data have not been corrected
linear absorbance. NR: Nonresonant two pulse four wave mixing signa
cyclohexane ~no absorbance!. A: DPA absorbance50.16.; B: DPA
absorbance50.32; C: DPA absorbance50.63; D: DPA absorbance51.19.
The intensity of the total two pulse four wave mixing signal~resonant and
nonresonant! decreases monotonically with increasing DPA concentrati
Although the optical pulses are resonant with the electronic origin of dip
nyl acetylene, the resonant nonlinear susceptibility is not large enoug
overcome the linear absorption of the chromophore.

hasing of a nonpolar liquid
d
al
though the optical pulses are resonant with the electronic
origin of DPA, the resonant nonlinear susceptibility is not
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large enough to overcome the linear absorption of the ch
mophore.

The values of Eq.~4.7!, given by the ratios of resonan
plus nonresonant signal to the nonresonant signal for DP
2MP versus the concentration of DPA are shown in Fig. 5~a!.
The diamonds show the data for 80 fs pulses, and the bro
line is the best fit to a concentration dependence
Rr /nr(80)@c#2 with Rr /nr(80)51.23107 M22. The circles
show the data for 400 fs pulses, and the solid line is the b
fit to a concentration dependence ofRr /nr(400)@c#2 with
Rr /nr(400)54.83108 M22. The resonant two pulse fou
wave mixing intensity has been corrected for the linear
sorbance of the solute using Eq~4.6!. Increasing the pulse
length by a factor of 5 gives a ratio ofRr /nr(400)/Rr /nr(80)
5 4.0. The ratio of the nonresonant signal energies for
two pulse lengthsRnr(40 080) was 0.51. The fact that th
number was not substantially smaller indicates that a por
of the nonresonant signal arises from a nuclear Kerr ef
grating in the liquid. The calculated ratio of the resona
energies that matches the experimental value
Rnr(40 080)Rr /nr(400)/Rr /nr(80)52.04 will yield T2 for
DPA in 2MP.

The values of Eq.~4.7! given by the ratios of resonan
plus nonresonant signal to nonresonant signal for DPA
cyclohexane versus the concentration of DPA are show

FIG. 5. ~a! Ratios of resonant plus nonresonant signal to the nonreso
signal for diphenyl acetylene in 2-methyl pentane vs the concentratio
diphenyl acetylene. Diamonds: 80 fs pulse length. Broken line: Fit. Circ
400 fs pulse length. Solid line: Fit. Values are corrected for linear ab
bance.~b! Ratios of resonant plus nonresonant signal to the nonreso
signal for diphenyl acetylene in cyclohexane vs the concentration of dip
nyl acetylene. Diamonds: 80 fs pulse length. Broken line: Fit. Circles: 40
pulse length. Solid line: Fit. Values are corrected for linear absorbance

Zimdars et al.: Electronic d
Fig. 5~b!. The diamonds show the data for 80 fs pulses, an
the broken line is the best fit to a concentration dependen

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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of Rr /nr(80)@c#2 with Rr /nr(80)513107 M22. The circles
show data for 400 fs pulses, and the solid line is the bes
to a concentration dependence ofRr /nr(400)@c#2 with
Rr /nr(400)51.53108 M22. The resonant two pulse fou
wave mixing intensity has been corrected for the linear
sorbance of the solute. Increasing the pulse length by a fa
of 5 gives a ratio ofRr /nr(400)/Rr /nr(80)515. The ratio of
the nonresonant signal energies for the two pulse leng
Rnr(40 080) was 0.63. The calculated ratio of the reson
energies that matches the experimental va
Rnr(40 080)Rr /nr(400)/Rr /nr(80)56.45 will yield T2 for
DPA in cyclohexane.

For both cyclohexane and 2-methyl pentane, the d
show the expected quadratic dependence on concentra
Also, the data show that the two pulse four wave mixing
more intense for longer pulses of the same energy. This
plies thatT2 is greater than or about equal to the pul
length.

Both solutions of DPA show a resonance enhancem
with the addition of the chromophore. However, in compa
son with typical visible laser dyes, this enhancement is sm
relative to the nonresonant contribution. For comparis
Fig. 6 shows the visible two pulses four wave mixing sign
detected in theks52k22k1 direction versus pulse energy fo
400 fs, 600 nm pulses on a sample of 331024 moll cresyl
violet ~CV! in deuterated ethanol. The sample path len
was 1.0 mm, and the spot size is 200mm. This data has no
been corrected for linear absorbance, and as can be see
correction is necessary in order to determine that a subs
tial resonant enhancement exists for CV. The resonant si

nt
of
:
r-
nt
e-
s

FIG. 6. Visible two pulses four wave mixing signal detected in t
ks52k22k1 direction vs pulse energy for 400 fs, 600 nm pulses of cre
violet ~CV! in deuterated ethanol~EtOD!. This data has not been correcte
for linear absorbance. NR: Nonresonant two pulse four wave mixing sig
of EtOD ~no absorbance!. R: Resonant plus nonresonant two pulse fo
wave mixing signal of CV, absorbanceA50.8. For this visible dye, the
resonant signal overwhelms the nonresonant signal. Inset: The resonan
nonresonant curve plotted with an expanded ordinate. The resonantly
hanced signal deviates from a cubic power dependence above 300 nJ

7505hasing of a nonpolar liquid
d
ce
is very large for pulse energies that give essentially zero
nonresonant signal. The inset shows the two pulse four wave
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mixing of CV, plotted with an expanded ordinate. The res
nantly enhanced signal deviates from a cubic power dep
dency above 300 nJ indicating that the third order nonlin
process is no longer in the low power limit.

The total two pulse four wave mixing of the chro
mophore cresyl violet shows a large resonant enhancem
in comparison to diphenyl acetylene at 298 nm. At this co
centration, CV exhibits what is expected of a dye in t
visible–monotonically increasing signal with addition
chromophore. The resonantly enhanced signal~in the cubic
regime! is approximately 3000 times that of the nonreson
signal alone without any correction for linear absorban
When corrected for the linear absorbanceA of 0.8, the ob-
served signal is reduced by a factor of 0.033. Thus the r
ux tot

(3)u2/uxnr
(3)u2 for CV in the visible at 600 nm is about 86 000

This is in contrast to the situation in the UV where the ra
for DPA with the same absorbance is about 4. This dem
strates an inherent difficulty in conducting ultrafast phot
echo experiments in liquids on molecules that absorb in
UV.

B. Determination of T2

As discussed in Sec. IV, it is possible to determine
homogeneous dephasing time,T2 , by comparing the right-
hand side of Eq.~4.12! determined above from the exper
ments to the left-hand side obtained from theoretical ca
lations of the 2PFWM signalUs as a function of the free
parameterT2 . Equation~4.11! expresses the signal energ
In the calculation ofUs for use in Eq.~4.12!, the other pa-
rameters~in particular the pulse durationtp! are fixed by
experimental conditions.

The calculations were performed using realistic opti
pulses with Gaussian electric field envelopes. Gaussian p
were used since they best matched the frequency dou
pulses used in the experiments. While having differing pu
lengths, the pulses had identical energies. The pulse se
tion t was not zero but corresponds to the delay where
2PFWM signal was maximum. These were the conditio
used in the experiments. Appendix B describes the num
integration of Eq.~4.11! in detail.

Calculations were made to determine the relat
strength of the 2PFWM experiments as measured by the
centration and power dependences described above. Fig
shows a logarithmic plot of the calculated maximum ene
of the two pulse photon echo signal@Eq. ~4.11!# versus the
phenomenological dephasing timeT2 . The optical pulse fre-
quency was 1.0131015 Hz (wavelength5298 nm), the inho-
mogeneous line center frequency was 1.0131015 Hz
(wavelength5298 nm), and the full width at half maximum
~FWHM! of the inhomogeneous line was 331014 Hz.

Two sets of calculations were made corresponding to
pulse lengths and parameters of the room temperature r
nant two pulse four wave mixing experiments. The circ
show the values for 80 fs FWHM Gaussian pulses. T
squares show the values for 400 fs FWHM Gaussian pul

7506 Zimdars et al.: Electronic d
Note that as expected, whenT2 is on the order of the pulse
length, the peak intensity as a function of pulse length begin

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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to depend onT2 . At T2550 fs, the longer pulse is beginnin
to produce a greater signal intensity. ForT25200 fs, there is
a substantial difference, and byT25500 fs, the difference is
almost an order of magnitude.

The ratio of the maximum intensity of the two puls
photon echo decay for 400 fs Gaussian pulses to that of 8
Gaussian pulses versus the phenomenological depha
timeT2 is shown in Fig. 8. This curve is the ratio of the tw
curves in Fig. 7 and the parameters for the calculation are
same. These values correspond to the ratio on the
handside of Eq.~4.12!. Because this ratio is smooth, mon
tonically increasing function, it can be used to evaluateT2
for the experimental data. Experimental results for DPA
the two solvents were used to obtain numbers for the rig
handside of Eq.~4.12! in Sec. V A.

The open circle is the experimental ratio of 2.04 fou
for DPA in room temperature 2-methyl pentane and cor
sponds to a dephasing time,T25120 fs. The hatched circle is
the experimental ratio of 6.45 found for DPA in room tem
perature cyclohexane and corresponds to a dephasing
T25500 fs. These correspond to exponential photon echo
cay constants of 30 and 125 fs, respectively. An estimate
the propagation of experimental error makes the maxim
uncertainty;25%.

FIG. 7. Logarithmic plot of the calculated maximum energy of the 2PFW
signal vs the phenomenological dephasing timeT2 for DPA in a solvent.
Circles: pulse 1 and 2, 80 fs. Squares: pulse 1 and 2, 400 fs. The calcula
were performed using realistic optical pulses with Gaussian electric fi
envelopes. The calculations were made corresponding to the pulse le
and parameters of the room temperature resonant two pulse four wave
ing experiments. While having differing pulse lengths, the pulses have id
tical energies. AsT2 becomes longer, the difference in the signal intens
increases. Therefore, the ratio of the signal intensities for two transf
limited pulse durations can be used to obtainT2 .

hasing of a nonpolar liquid
s
TheT2’s were obtained without using the normal scan-

ning of the delay. An important question, which can be ad-
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dressed using the calculation method of Appendix B,
whether shortening the pulse would make it possible to
tain traditional echo decay curves in spite of the compet
nonresonant component. For the model calculation, the n
resonant component will be taken to be instantaneous
though the actual nonresonant component had some p
duration dependence which was not modeled since only
experimental ratio was needed to analyze the data. Fo
instantaneous response, the intensity would go as the cub
the pulse’s peak intensity, which would be greater for
shorter, but equal energy pulse. As the previous results sh
the shorter pulse would result in a weaker resonant com
nent. The two trends work against detection of an echo
cay.

Figure 9 shows the numerically calculated combin
resonant and nonresonant 2PFWM signal versus pulse d
for a phenomenologicalT25200 fs ~50 fs echo decay!. This
value forT2 was chosen to illustrate a decay which mig
barely be resolvable with deconvolution and excellent sig
to noise with an 80 fs pulse but in principle should be
resolved easily with a 15 fs pulse. The calculations inclu
the nonresonant polarization component which responds
stantly to the field in addition to the signal from the reson
two level system. The strength of the nonresonant com
nent used in the calculations corresponds to the one m
sured in the 2PFWM experiment on DPA in 2MP for an
fs pulse. The dashed line shows the result for 80 fs FWH
Gaussian pulses. The strength ofxnr

(3) has been adjusted s
that the nonresonant component is 0.25 of resonant com
nent. The solid line shows the results for 15 fs FWH
Gaussian pulses. The strength ofxhr

(3) and the pulse energy i
the same as the calculation for the 80 fs pulses. By decr
ing the pulse length by about a factor of 5, the resonant e

FIG. 8. Squares with line: calculated ratio of the maximum energy of
2PFWM signal for 400 and 80 fs Gaussian pulses vs the phenomenolo
dephasing timeT2 for diphenyl acetylene~DPA! in a room temperature
solvent. Open circle: Experimental ratio for DPA in room temperat
2-methyl pentane yielding a dephasing timeT25120 fs. Hatched circle: Ex-
perimental ratio for DPA in room temperature cyclohexane yielding
dephasing timeT25500 fs.

Zimdars et al.: Electronic d
decay is now only;0.01 that of the nonresonant signal.
While the 15 fs pulse can resolve the two pulse echo deca
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temporally, severe demands are placed on the experime
signal-to-noise ratio. The decay is a very small tail on t
very large nonresonant signal. A pulse shape other tha
Gaussian, which is wider in the wings, would make the si
ation worse by giving a broader base to the nonreson
component. Similar calculation were made assuming a m
stronger nonresonant component, such as one might find
highly polarizable liquid such as benzene. The results sh
that the problem is far worse. By decreasing the pulse len
by about a factor of 5, the maximum of the resonant ec
decay is only;0.0001 that of the nonresonant signal.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Using the pulse duration echo method, it was possible
determine homogeneous dephasing times for diphenyl ac
lene in 2-methyl pentane and cyclohexane. The depha
times ofT25120 fs for 2MP andT25500 fs for cyclohexane
are consistent with the description of dephasing put forth
Walsh and Loring9 for photon echoes on nonpolar chro
mophores in nonpolar fluids. Loring and Walsh’s MD calc
lations suggested that the electronic dephasing in liqu
arises primarily from the slight rearrangement of the fi
solvation shell about the chromophore. Since the viscosity
cyclohexane is 5 times greater than that of 2-methyl penta
DPA in cyclohexane might be expected to exhibit a long
dephasing time. This is consistent with our data. The deph

e
cal

FIG. 9. Numerically calculated two pulse photon echo decays showing
integrated echo pulse intensity vs excitation pulse delay for a phenom
logical T25200 fs ~50 fs decay!. The calculations include a nonresona
polarization component which responds instantly to the field in addition
the signal from the resonant two level system. The calculation method
other parameters are discussed in the text. Dashed line: pulse 1 and 2,
The strength ofXnr

(3) has been adjusted so that the nonresonant compone
0.25 of resonant component, as found in the experiments. Solid line: pu
and 2, 15 fs. The strength ofXnr

(3) and the pulse energy are the same as in
calculation for the 80 fs pulses. For 15 fs pulses, the large peak is
nonresonant signal. The tail is the resonant echo decay.

7507hasing of a nonpolar liquid
y
ing time in 2MP is relatively fast, but 2MP at room tempera-
ture is a very low viscosity liquid near its boiling point. The
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T2 of DPA in cyclohexane is substantially longer than th
observed previously for a chromophore in a room tempe
ture liquid. The difference in the viscosities is a low fr
quency property of the solvent. The question arises a
whether there is a direct correlation between the depha
on the hundreds of fs time scale and the macroscopic vis
ity for nonpolar systems.

When working in the UV, presence of substantial no
resonant signal from the solvent is a significant problem
the use of a two pulse echo. If the three pulse stimula
photon echo configuration is used, the signal will pha
match in a unique direction, separate from the photon ec
If the stimulating pulse~the third pulse! is separated in time
from the second pulse so that their intensity does not over
the instantaneous nonresonant signal will not scatter in
stimulated echo direction, even when the first two pul
overlap att50. The fact that the stimulating pulse has to
delayed for a number of pulse widths to prevent overlap
the generation of a nonresonant signal, means contribut
that form spectral diffusion will contribute to the decay. F
very short pulses, the separation between the second
third pulses would not have to be more than 100 fs, and
contribution from spectral diffusion might not be great.

The experimental technique that has been presented
mits the extraction ofT2’s with pulses that are too long t
actually observe the echo decay. However, the method
quires the availability of at least two transform limited pul
durations. In the visible, where the nonresonant contribu
is not substantial, the application of this method would
less difficult. The strong nonresonant signals that arise in
2PFWM experiments put severe restrictions on the ability
perform UV 2 pulse photon echo experiments where f
dephasing times are expected.
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APPENDIX A: EFFECT OF LINEAR ABSORPTION ON
2PFWM (INNER FILTER)

The pulse duration dependent 2PFWM data must be
rected for the linear absorbance~inner filter! of the solute as
described in Sec. IV. The inner filter effect will be model
using Beer’s law rather than the complex frequency dep
dent linear susceptibilityx (1)(v). The spectrum of the inci-
dent optical pulse is taken to be relatively narrow in co
parison to the spectrum of the electronic absorbance. Be
law is given for the electric fieldE as

E5E0 exp@2 1
2 ln~10!e lc#5E0 exp@2 1

2 ln~10!A#,
~A1!

whereE is the field transmitted through a sample length,l ,
with chromophore concentrationc, and molar absorptivitye
given an initial intensity ofE0 . The dimensionless abso
banceA is given byA5e lc.

7508 Zimdars et al.: Electronic d
The total third order nonlinear polarization from the dif-
ferential area at a distancel 8 into a sample of lengthl due to
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the three attenuated input optical fields with maximum el
tric field E0 is given by combining Eq.~4.1! with Eq. ~A1!:

Ptot
~3!~ l 8!dl85x& tot

~3!@E0 exp~2 1
2 ln 10ecl8!#3dl8. ~A2!

The signal field generated by this polarization must pro
gate through the remainder of the sample as well and t
will also be attenuated. The signal field is proportional to t
polarization; the signal field from locationl 8 as attenuated a
the end of the samplel is given by

Es~ l !5E
0

l

Ptot
~3!~ l 8! exp@2 1

2 ln 10ec~ l2 l 8!#dl8

5E
0

l

x& tot
~3!@E0 exp~2 l 8!#3

3exp@2 1
2 ln 10ec~ l2 l 8!#dl8. ~A3!

The intensity is related to the electric field byI}uEu2. In
practice, it is easiest to vary the energy, or time integra
intensity of the pulse. The energy of the pulse will be d
noted asU. For simplicity, the pulses are taken to be squa
which does not change the nature of the results:

U05E E0
2dt'E0

2tp . ~A4!

Again, tp is the length of the pulse. The pulse durationtp
has only been introduced here to properly normalize the
plitude of the electric fields. It is shown in Eq.~4.4!, which
describes an observable for this experiment, that the qua
ties tp cancel. Equivalently the electric field of a pulse wi
a given width and energy is

E05SU0

tp
D 1/2. ~A5!

The signal pulse will be as long as the input pulse so long
the inverse total line width is shorter than the pulse durat
tp . The measured energy will then be

U tot5E I totdt5b totI tottp . ~A6!

The factorb tot corrects for the slight change in pulse sha
of the signal.

With the assumption that the dispersive properties of
susceptability are minimal, then for the polarization given
Eq. ~4.1!, the complex quantities may be replaced by th
modulus, i.e.,

Ptot
~3!~v!5ux& tot

~3!~v!E1*E2
2u5ux& tot

~3!~v!uuEu3. ~A7!

Using the relationship for the absorbanceA, Eq. ~4.7! can be
evaluated in terms of the observable energy to give the
pression for the two pulse four wave mixing or photon ec
signal as attenuated by the ‘‘inner filter’’ effect:

U tot}b totux& tot
~3!u2

U0
3

tp
2 l 2

102A@102A21#2

~ ln 10!2A2 . ~A8!

hasing of a nonpolar liquid
In practice, one wishes to compare the intensity of the
nonresonant signal generated by the solvent alone with the
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total signal generated by the solvent and chromophore.
pure solvent has no absorbance and therefore no inner fi
The expression for the nonresonant signal from the pure
vent is

Unr}bnrux&nr
~3!u2

U0
3

tp
2 l 2. ~A9!

The inner filter factor is given by the right most term
Eq. ~A8!. Explicitly, the inner filter function for the third
order polarization is

f ~3!~A!5
102A@102A21#2

~ ln 10!2A2 . ~A10!

This third order inner filter functionf (3)(A) is plotted versus
absorbanceA in Fig. 3. Experiments are commonly pe
formed on samples with absorbances between 0 and 1. W
there is no absorbance,f (3)~A50!51. An absorbanceA51
indicates 90% linear attenuation of the intensity. This abs
bance corresponds tof (3)~A51!'0.015. Given a maximum
inner filter factor of 0.015, as long as the ratio of the susc
tibilities ux& tot

(3)u2/ux&nr
(3)u2 is greater than 67, the observed ra

U tot /Unr will be greater than 1 for any absorbance betwee
and 1. This corresponds to the situation where experim
are performed in the visible with a laser dye as a ch
mophore. If however the ratio of the susceptibilities is le
than 67, the observed ratioU tot /Unr will be less than 1 for
any absorbance between 0 and 1. This corresponds to the
experiments described here where the nonresonant susc
bility of the solvent is strong and the transition dipole m
ment of the chromophore is weaker than in visible wa
length systems studied previously.

APPENDIX B: EFFICIENT NUMERICAL SIMULATION
OF 2PFWM

As discussed in Sec. IV, unless unphysical delta funct
pulses are assumed, the evaluation of the 2PFWM~photon
echo! signal energyUs(t,j(t;tp),T2) in Eq. ~4.14! must be
done numerically. Calculation of the signal of a pulse du
tion (tp) dependent 2PFWM experiment must use realis
finite duration pulse envelopesj(t,tp). Even if the pulse
separation is restricted to one timet, determining the homo-
geneous dephasing timeT2 by Eq.~4.15! requires calculating
the 2PFWM signalUs(j(t;tp),T2) and, therefore, the nu
merical evaluation of a complex, five dimensional integ
for two values oftp , and many values ofT2 .

The evaluation of true five dimensional integrals usi
simple interval sampling numerical methods~trapezoid rules,
Gaussian integration! is in general not practical even with th
fastest computers. Wiersmaet al. used a Monte Carlo
method of integration30 to evaluate chirped four wave mixin
and multimode Brownian oscillator expressions. Th
method seemed unsuitable for absolute numerical w
since there is no assurance of rapid convergence.

However, the standard trapezoidal interval sampl
method may be implemented in a way that reuses the pr

Zimdars et al.: Electronic d
ous evaluations of the inner integrals in the time ordere
perturbation expression for the polarizationP(3). If the func-
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tional form of the Liouville Green function propagators
restricted to an exponential with truncated Taylor series
guments, it is possible to reduce the order of the algorithm
that the calculation may be performed in a reasonable pe
of time as outlined below. This routine is efficient enou
that the 2PFWM~photon echo! signal may be rapidly calcu
lated as a function of pulse separationt, yielding the photon
echo decay~see Fig. 9! as well as its application to fitting
T2 using Eq.~4.15!.

The complexity of the evaluation of the integral in E
~4.11! can be seen to be wholly dependent on the comple
of the evaluation ofP(3). The numerical integration of the
inhomogeneous distribution of chromophore transition en
gies,vba, was performed in the frequency domain. The fin
time integration of the intensity atts is not very difficult and
is made easier by the fact that the modulus square of
polarizationP(3) is a slowly varying envelope. Thus the po
tion of the expression which benefits the most from simp
fication and/or efficient evaluation of integrals is the thi
order nonlinear polarizationP(3).

As an example, the expression for one of the pho
echolike rephasing terms of is given:

PI
~3!@ ts;j~tp!#5S 1

1\ D 3 raa
~0!mab

k2mba
ksmab

k2mab
k1Ek1

* Ek2
2 exp~ iksr !

3E
2`

ts
dt3E

2`

t3
dt2E

2`

t2
dt1Gab~ t22t1!

3Gbb~ t32t2!Gba~ ts2t3!

3@jk1~ t1! exp~ ivat1!#

3@jk2~ t22t! exp~2 iva~ t22t!!#

3@jk2~ t32t! exp~2 iva~ t32t!!#. ~B1!

r i i
(0) is the initial density matrix element for this quantu
pathway I , m i j

k1 is the transition dipole moment betwee
statesi and j along wave vectork1 , Ek1

is a complex coef-
ficient describing the maximum electric field of the pla
wave along wave vectork1 , exp(iksr ) describes the spatia
characteristics of the generated polarization,Gi j (t92t8) is
the Liouville propagator that describes the evolution of t
density matrix elementr i j between timest9 and t8, jk1(t8)
is the slowly varying envelope that the describes the tem
ral shape of the plane wave with wave vectork1 , and
exp(ivat8) is the appropriate Fourier component of the ele
tromagnetic field along the same wave vector.j(tp) denotes
that the expression will be dependent on the realistic pu
envelope and the pulse duration,tp .

The complex nature of the integration necessary
evaluateP(3) in Eq. ~B1! can be seen to stem from two ma
sources:~1! The upper limit of integration of an inner inte
grand becomes a variable of integration for the next ou
integrand, and~2! the expression for each propagat
Gi j (t92t8) may not be linearly separable int9 and t8. Note

7509hasing of a nonpolar liquid
dhowever that each envelope and plane wave expression
jk1(t8)exp@ivat8# contains only one variable of integration.
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Equation~B1! can be factored somewhat to give the fo
lowing form:

PI
~3!~ ts!

5S 1i\ D 3raa~0!mab
k2mba

ksmab
k2mba

k1Ek1
* Ek2

2 exp~ iksr !

3E
2`

ts
dt3Gba~ ts2t3!@jk2~ t32t! exp~2 iva~ t32t!!#

3E
2`

t3
dt2Gbb~ t32t2!@jk2~ t22t! exp~2 iva~ t22t!!#

3E
2`

t2
dt1Gab~ t22t1!@jk1~ t1! exp~ ivat1!#. ~B2!

The propagator chosen for the actual numerical calculat
is of the form:

Gi j ~ t92t8!5exp@2V i j ~ t92t8!#. ~B3!

The phenomenological damping functionV i j (t92t8) is the
simplest realistic damping function for any two elements
the density matrix and is given by the linear equation

V i j ~ t8!5V i j t8, ~B4!

whereV i j is now only a complex number and not a functio
V i j is defined as

V i j5v i j2 iG i j , ~B5!

wherev i j is the angular Bohr transition frequency betwe
statesi and j ,

v i j5
Ei2Ej

\
. ~B6!

G i j is the total dephasing rate between statesi and j given by

G i j5g i1g j1g i j , ~B7!

whereg i andg j population decay rates out of statesi and
j , and g i j is the pure dephasing rate between statesi and
j .

Note that this phenomenological damping function
only an approximation to the solution for the equation
motion of the density matrix. The damping function does n
conserve population. The population decay rates should
considered to be delivering population to a long liv
‘‘dark’’ state that is not otherwise involved in the calcul
tion. Since the experimental dephasing times are m
shorter than the lifetime, this approximation is of no con
quence. For the calculations described below,g i j@g i1g j so
thatG i j>g i j . This is consistent with the measured value
T1 . Calculations for a particular homogeneous dephas
time T2 have been made by settingG i j51/T2 , where the
definition of the dephasing timeT2 is the same as in the
Bloch picture.

Using the definition of the damping Green function, t

7510 Zimdars et al.: Electronic d
expressions for the polarization may be factored further. Th
factored expressions for all four diagrams are:
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PI
~3!~ ts!

5S 1i\ D 3 raa
~0!mab

k2mba
ksmab

k2mba
k1Ek1

* Ek2
2 exp~ iksr !

3exp~2 i ~Vbats22vat!!

3E
2`

ts
dt3jk2~ t32t! exp~2 i @2Vba1Vbb1va#t3!

3E
2`

t3
dt2jk2~ t22t! exp~2 i @2Vbb1Vab1va#t2!

3E
2`

t2
dt1jk1~ t1! exp~2 i @2Vab2va#t1!, ~B8!

PII
~3!~ ts!

5S 1i\ D 3raa~0!mab
k2mba

ksmab
k2mba

k1Ek1
* Ek2

2 exp~ iksr !

3exp~2 i ~Vbats22vat!!

3E
2`

ts
dt3jk2~ t32t! exp~2 i @2Vba1Vaa1va#t3!

3E
2`

t3
dt2jk2~ t22t! exp~2 i @2Vaa1Vab1va#t2!

3E
2`

t2
dt1jk1~ t1! exp~2 i @2Vab2va#t1!, ~B9!

PIII
~3!~ ts!

5S 1i\ D 3 raa
~0!mab

k2mba
ksmab

k2mba
k1Ek1

* E2
k2

3exp~ iksr !exp~2 i ~Vbats22vat!!

3E
2`

ts
dt3jk2~ t32t! exp~2 i @2Vba1Vbb1va#t3!

3E
2`

t3
dt2jk1~ t2!exp~2 i @2Vbb1Vba2va#t2!

3E
2`

t2
dt1jk2~ t12t! exp~2 i @2Vba1va#t1!, ~B10!

PIV
~3!~ ts!

5S 1i\ D 3 raa
~0!mab

k2mba
ksmab

k2mba
k1Ek1

* E2
k2

3exp~ iksr !exp~2 i ~Vbats22vat!!

3E
2`

ts
dt3jk2~ t32t!exp~2 i @2Vba1Vaa1va#t3!

3E
2`

t3
dt2jk1~ t2! exp~2 i @2Vaa1Vba2va#t2!

t2

hasing of a nonpolar liquid
e 3E
2`

dt1jk2~ t12t!exp~2 i @2Vba1va#t1!. ~B11!
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These factored expressions can be evaluated using a m
fied trapezoid rule relatively efficiently. If the necessary g
density and limits of each integral are similar~as they are in
these factored expressions ofP(3)!, the two integrals may be
made to share the same limits and evaluation grid. If th
share the same grid, the value of the inner integral at e
point ~from the lower limit to the upper limit and each poin
in between! can be stored in an array indexed by the co
mon grid. Thus the computational expense becomes lin
rather than cubic, in the number of points necessary to ev
ate the oscillatory integrands over the length of the pu
The evaluation of the third order nonlinear polarization h
been reduced to essentially a one dimensional integral. C
sidering the integrations over the inhomogeneous line
the time dependent intensity, this means that only an ef
tive three dimensional integral need be evaluated in orde
compute the photon echo/2PFWM. In this method, the co
putation time and memory scale linearly in the pulse leng
and therefore it is not appropriate for pulses tens of picos
onds long.

This algorithm was implemented in theC programming
language, and the numerical evaluation was performed u
up to 10 IBM model 3BT and 375/6000 workstations. T
curves shown in Fig. 9 took about 2 h of calculation time to
generate.
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